OwnBackup Recover for ServiceNow

Improve data resilience and compliance with automated backups and stress-free recovery.

OwnBackup Recover for ServiceNow improves data resilience and compliance with better control over backup timing and retention, proactive notification of unusual data loss or corruption, and the ability to quickly restore data—from entire instances down to individual records—in a self-service fashion.

Improve data resilience and compliance

What OwnBackup offers:

1. **Backup with more control**
   Gain full control over the timing and retention of your backups. Define retention policies to meet regulatory requirements and protect your data during changes to your instances with on-demand backups.

2. **Restore with greater ease**
   Get proactive notification of unusual data loss or corruption so you can take action right away. Restore granular data quickly and in self-service fashion. Leverage insights and visual tools to pinpoint and correct unwanted data changes.

3. **Extend to additional needs**
   Do more than restore with your backups. Search historical backups to support audits and feed analytic data stores with complete copies of instance data. Extend backup protection to Salesforce and Microsoft Dynamics 365 as well.

Features:

- World’s fastest-growing backup and recovery solution, protecting over 4,000 businesses and counting.
- Easy set-up with rapid time-to-value.
- Define retention by days, months and years up to 99 years.
Key benefits and features

Gain peace of mind during changes to your instances
Run on-demand backups before and after significant changes to your instances such as upgrades, migrations, new customizations, and integrations. Compare pre- and post-change backups to verify there’s no unexpected data loss or corruption.

Ensure regulatory compliance
Tailor retention policies for every instance to keep immutable copies for exactly the right time period. Retain daily backups for up to 10 years and monthly backups for up to 99 years.

Ensure the accuracy of platform data
Analyze historical patterns of changes to items and pinpoint when unwanted loss or corruption may have occurred. Get notified about unusual levels of data changes and deletions.

Restore only what’s needed, quickly
Quickly zero in on changed tables, items, and fields using visual tools. Easily identify which changes are unwanted. Accelerate data recovery by choosing specific records and specific fields and initiating restore with the click of a button.

Stay audit-ready with searchable archives of historical data
Protect yourself against the risk of unwanted deletion or corruption of vital information. Answer questions about past history using keyword searches across backups, files, and attachments.

Use backup data to feed analytics
Export historical backup data to feed analytic data stores. Schedule daily exports to automatically keep data up to date.

Protect your growing SaaS footprint with a single solution
Manage backups from additional applications like Salesforce and Microsoft Dynamics 365 through the same pane of glass. Tap into a comprehensive platform of OwnBackup data protection solutions that span data security, archiving, and seeding.

Let us show you how we can improve data resilience and compliance for ServiceNow. Contact us today for a live demo.

ownbackup.com/demo-servicenow

About OwnBackup

OwnBackup is a leading SaaS data protection platform for some of the largest SaaS ecosystems in the world, including Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics 365, and ServiceNow. Through capabilities like data security, backup and recovery, archiving, and sandbox seeding, OwnBackup empowers thousands of organizations worldwide to manage and protect the mission-critical data that drives their business.

Co-founded by seasoned data recovery, data protection, and information security experts, OwnBackup is a trusted independent software vendor (ISV) partner on the Salesforce AppExchange, the Microsoft Marketplace, and the ServiceNow App Store. Headquartered in Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, with research and development (R&D), support, and other functions in Israel, EMEA and APAC, OwnBackup is the partner of choice for some of the world’s largest users of SaaS applications.